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A Modal Analog for Glivenko's Theorem

and its Applications

V. V. RYBAKOV

Abstract This paper gives a modal analog for Glivenko's Theorem. It is
proved that (ΠOA -> DOB) G KA iff (OA -> OB) e 55. Some applications
of this analog are obtained. A formula φ is called an NP-formula if φ is built
up on its own subformulas of the form D OB. It is shown that if φ is an NP-
formula then the logic Λ + φ is decidable or has the finite model property if
Λ 3 KA and Λ has this property.

Introduction Glivenko [2] proved long ago his remarkable result for the in-
tuitionistic propositional calculus H. Glivenko's Theorem may be formulated in
this way: a formula A Ξ= B is derived in the classical propositional calculus C\
if and only if the formula -*A = -ιB is proved in H. In this paper an analog of
Glivenko's Theorem is found for modal logic. This analog has prompted us to
investigate a special class of NP-formulas (which are built up on subformulas
of the form ΠOA). It is shown that adding a finite number of such formulas to
an arbitrary modal logic containing KA preserves decidability and the finite model
property. Some applications of these results are given.

1 We recall that K denotes the minimal normal propositional logic. Let Λ be
a modal logic and A be a modal formula. Then Λ + A denotes the smallest nor-
mal modal logic containing Λ and A. So in these denotations,

KA^KΛ- (D/?-> DDp)
SA^KAΛ- {Πp-+p)
S5 - S 4 - h (0/7-•DO/?)
Grz^SA+ {Π{Π(p-+Πp)-+p)).

Throughout this paper we assume some familiarity with algebraic and Kripke re-
lational semantics for modal logics (see, for example, Rasiowa and Sikorski [4]
or Segerberg [8]).
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Theorem 1 (Modal analog of Glivenko's Theorem) Let A and B be arbitrary
modal formulas. Then (ΠOA -• ΠOB) E KA iff (OA -» OB) E 55.

Proof: If (ΠOA -* ΠOB) G KA holds, then (0A -• 05) E #4 holds as well be-
cause (0C <-• DOC) E 55, and #4 c 55.

As is well known, KA has the finite model property (FMP) (see [7]). There-
fore it is sufficient for completing the proof of Theorem 1 that if (0,4 -> OB) E
55 then ΠOA -• ΠOB is valid in all finite transitive Kripke models. Let (0,4 -•
OB) E 55, and let W= (W,R, φ) be a finite transitive Kripke model. Let a E
W, and assume that a \\-φ ΠOA. We proceed to check that a \\-φ ΠOB.

Assume that β E Wand aRβ. First observe that there exists z E Wsuch that
βRz. Indeed otherwise β ¥φ ΠOA and hence a ¥φ D O i - a contradiction.
Since W is finite, there exists a c E ^ Γ such that βRc, and if cRd then dRc.

We introduce the set Γand the relation R{ on Vby V^ {x\xG WΛCRX],
and Rι *=? R Π F 2 . The valuation ^ and the model Fare defined by \fp ψ(p) *=?
φ(p)Γ) V, V*<VfRuφ>.

Assume that V = 0 then c \\tφ OA holds, and then oίWtφΏOA — a contra-
diction. So V Φ 0 . It can be easily shown by induction on the length of a for-
mula D that

(1) VΛ E V(x\\-φD^x\\-φD).

Now if x E K then d? x x, and if x, y E K then xi^ x y and ^/?! x. This follows
directly from the choice of c and from the fact that R is transitive. Thus Rγ is
an equivalence relation. Therefore for an arbitrary formula M, if M E 55 then
(V,R\, φ) IhM. Taking aRc into account, we conclude that c \\-φ OA. This, by
(1), gives us c hφ OA. By (0,4 -> 05) E S5 and <*",#!> Ih 55, we obtain c \\-φ

OB. Then c \\-φ OB by (1). Therefore β \\-φ OB holds. Thus it is true that a \\-φ

ΠOB. Hence we have proved that <W9R9 Φ> Ih (D0,4 -• ΠOB), which proves
the theorem.

In an obvious way, we obtain from Theorem 1 the following:

Corollary 2 Let A be a formula, then OA E S5 iff ΠOA v Dθ_L E KA.

Indeed OA E 55 iff O Γ ^ OA E 55. The latter is equivalent to (Π0T-+
D0,4)E KA by Theorem l,but (D0Γ-> Dθ,4) GKA iff ΠOA v D θ ± EϋΓ4.

Glivenko's Theorem for if is ai ong the corollaries of Theorem 1. Indeed,
let A = B E α. Let T be a Godel translation of a propositional formula into a
modal proposition. As is well known (see Dummet and Lemmon [1]) by a trans-
lation theorem, C = D E α iff (T(C) ••> T(£>)) E 55 for arbitrary formulas C, Zλ
Since (Ί(A) ++ T(B)) E S5 and (0^T(A) <+ O^Ύ(B)) E 55 holds, by Theo-
rem 1 it is true that (Πθ^Ύ(A) ++ Dθ-»T(β)) E i^4. Then (D-iDTC4) ++
D - DT(B)) E 54 by ̂ 4 c S4. As is well known (see [1]), T(- C) ̂  D - T(C)
and (DT(C) ^ T(C)) E 54. Therefore (T(-.,4) <+ Ί(-^B)) E 54, and by the
Gδdel translation theorem (see [1]) (^A = ~^B) E H.

2 The derived modal analog of Glivenko's Theorem has a number of appli-
cations. We say that a modal propositional formula A is an NP-formula if A is
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obtained from a formula G by substituting formulas of the form D OD for all
the propositional variables in G.

Theorem 3 If A is a decidable modal logic containing system K4 and A is an
NPformula, then A + A is also decidable.

Proof: Let A ^ A0(Π0Dj) and let B(pu... ,pn) be a formula having no
propositional variables not in {pu... ,pn}. It can easily be seen that

(2) (BeA + A)** (((DQo Λ QO) -> B) E Λ)

for some Qo which is a conjunction of instances of A having no propositional
variables not in B.

There are only finitely many formulas having only the propositional variables
of B up to equivalence in S5. Moreover, all of these formulas may be effectively
constructed (see Maksimova [3]). Let {c, 11 < / < k] denote the set of all these
formulas.

We take Q to be the conjunction of all formulas which are obtained from
A by all possible replacing of the propositional variables by formulas from
[cιr 11 < / < k). Let us prove that each conjunct Ro of Qo is equivalent in Λ to
some conjunct R of Q. Indeed, if

Z?o * A0(Π0Dj(av(pu... ,/?„)))

then, by Theorem 1,

((Π0Dj(av(pl9... ,/>„))) ~ Π0Dj(ciy)) E Λ

for some civ E {c, 11 < / < k]. Therefore (2) implies

(3) (B G A + A) ** ({(ΠQ ΛQ) -+ B) EΛ).

The logic Λ is decidable. Therefore (3) gives the algorithm for recognizing if
B G A + A holds. This proves the Theorem.

The following theorem regarding FMP is similar to Theorem 3.

Theorem 4 Let Abe a modal logic which has FMP and A^K4. Let A be an
NP-formula. Then A + A has FMP as well.

Proof: Let B(pu ... 9pn) be a modal formula having only the propositional
variables in[pι,... ,pn], and let A *=* A0(Π0Dj) where all propositional vari-
ables of A are in {qx,..., qm}. Assume that B £ A + A. As we have shown in
the proof of Theorem 3 (cf. (3)), ((ΠQ A Q)-+B(pu... ,pn)) £ A. By the the-
orem condition, Λ has FMP. Therefore there exists a finite modal algebra CE such
that β N A, but ft # (ΠQΛQ)-+B. Then there exists an rt-tuple, (au... ,an),
aι E β, such that

a ¥ D Q Λ Q(au..., an) < B(au. ..9an).

We take £ to be the subalgebra of the algebra d which is generated by
{au...,an}. Then VceA£ He holds, and £ #\3QΛQ(aj) <B(aj). The fil-
ter Δ, where Δ ^ {ΛΓ|JC E £, ΠQ Λ Q(aj) < x], is obviously an I-filter. This
means that V 0 E £ 0 E Δ = > D j 3 E Δ . The quotient algebra £/Δ with respect to
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this I-filter Δ is a homomorphic image of <£. This implies Vc E A £/Δ N c. By
choice of Δ, £(α,/Δ) Φ 1/Δ.

Let us prove that <£/Δ \=A. By choice of Δ, we have

(4) (DQΛ0(α / /Δ) = l/Δ.

Assume there exist yp (1 < p < ra) such that A(yp/A) Φ 1/Δ. Because the <£ is
generated by {#!,...,#„} there exist the terms ^ , . . . , tm which are built up on
au.. .,an a n d s u c h t h a t y p = tp(au.. .,an)91 <p<m. ThenA(tp{au.. . , # „ ) /
Δ) =£ 1/Δ. Hence A(tp(ai9... ,an)) $. Δ holds. Moreover

Vρ(tP(Pu . , A*) <"> QP(A, , A*) G S5

where {c/11 </</:} is the set of all formulas up to equivalence in S5 with vari-
ables in [pi,... ,pn] which was constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.

We replace in A(tp) all tp by the equivalent S5 formulas cip from [cι \ 1 <
/ < ΛJ. By Theorem 1, as A is an NP-formula, we obtain

A(tp(pu . . . ,pn) ++A{cip(pu... ,pn)) G ϋΓ4.

Hence^4(c/p(flr!,... ,αΛ)) ̂  Δ holds. Then it is true that Q(a\,... 9an) ^Δsuch
asA(cip(aι,... ,an)) is a conjunct member of Q(aχ,... ,an), since Q(a\/A,...,
an/A) Φ 1/Δ holds-a contradiction of (4). Thus £ M holds. Moreover JC/Δ ̂
,5 and VcGΛ£/Δt=c. Thus Λ + A has FMP and Theorem 4 is proved.

A number of modal systems have been obtained by adding NP-formulas. For
example,

54.1 - 54 + (DO/? -> ODp) (see Segerberg [7]),
54.2 ^ 54 + (ODp -* DO/?),
KM ±τK4+ (D0p->0D/7),
#4.2 ^ # 4 + (OD/7 -> DOD^) (see [8]).

The theorems which ascribe decidability and FMP to these systems (see [7] and
[8]) follow directly from Theorems 3 and 4.

Introduce the formulas Vn G TV:

an<+ Λ 0Πpi-+\J θΠ(pιΛpj);
0<i<n iΦj

0</<Λ7 \ ΪΦj I

By Theorems 3 and 4, the logics Grz + an and 54 + βk are decidable and have
FMP because S4 and Grz have these properties (see, for example, [8]).

It has been shown in Theorems 12 and 13 of Rybakov [5] that Theorems 3
and 4 cannot be generalized to the case of adding an infinite but recursive set of
NP-formulas. The logic Grz + {0, |/ > 1] was constructed in [5], where 0, are
NP-formulas, which is incomplete in Tomason's sense as shown in [9]. This
means, in particular, that this logic is incomplete by Kripke (and of course does
not possess FMP) and has no finite number of axioms. In passing we note that
a modal propositional logic containing S4 that is decidable but noncompact by
Tomason (i.e., incomplete by Kripke and such that it has no finite number of
axioms) has been found by Rybakov [6].
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